COURSES OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

UNIL introduces a new postgraduate programme in law (LL.M. in International Business Law) with an interdisciplinary, comparative and practice oriented approach to business law, enabling young lawyers to face the legal challenges in today's global business environment.

The programme offers the highest quality of teaching in small group settings delivered by an international team of distinguished academics and practitioners.

Some of the courses taught in the LL.M. are individually accessible.

FINANCIAL CONTRACTS
24 - 25 October 2019
Professor Matthias LEHMANN

SHORT COURSE DISPUTE RESOLUTION
13 - 15 November 2019
British Institute of International and Comparative Law (BIICL), London

Information and registration
unil.ch/llm/home/menuinst/programme/courses-open-to-the-public
FINANCIAL CONTRACTS
Professor Matthias LEHMANN
Financial contracts form the backbone of the financial system. In this class, students will familiarise themselves with run-of-the-mill products like bonds and syndicated loans, but also with more exotic offerings, in particular structured products, like asset-backed securities (ABS) or collateralised debt obligations (CDOs) and the myriad of derivatives, e.g. interest rate and credit-default swaps (CDS) or contracts for differences (CFD). The role these instruments have played during the last global financial crisis and the regulatory reactions they have triggered will be analysed.

Fees CHF 750.-
Lawyers in training (avocats-stagiaires) CHF 450.-
Students CHF 250.-

SHORT COURSE DISPUTE RESOLUTION
British Institute of International and Comparative Law (BIICL), London
This three-day programme is focused on current developments and strategies in cross-border dispute resolution. Cross-border dispute resolution is a part of the practice of almost every commercial lawyer and knowledge in this area is essential. Led by BIICL researchers, academics and practitioners, the course is designed to give a concise introduction to key issues across a broad range of areas of dispute resolution including updates on new case law.

Fees £ 700.-
Lawyers in training (avocats-stagiaires) £ 400.-
Students £ 200.-

Information and registration
unil.ch/llm/home/menuinst/programme/courses-open-to-the-public